Review: Can Yoga Breathing Exercises Improve Glycemic Response and Insulin Sensitivity?
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Abstract

This is the first review of the literature on the effects of slow breathing on glycemic regulation and insulin sensitivity. While many studies have investigated the effects of yoga on individuals with diabetes, few studies have specifically focused on the isolation of slow breathing as the principle factor in their intervention. While it is difficult to separate the exercise-related effects of yoga, there is considerable evidence that a breathing intervention is capable of increasing insulin sensitivity and improving glycemic regulation. This appears to be true both acutely and chronically in healthy individuals and those with diabetes. Yoga pranayama and the slow breathing practices that are fundamental to yoga represent a relatively low-cost and under-utilized intervention for individuals with conditions related to altered glycemic regulation and insulin sensitivity. More studies should focus on pranayama and slow breathing maneuvers to better clarify the role of respiratory modulation on glucose metabolism and insulin response.
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Introduction

Deep breathing techniques are commonly practiced in the context of traditional yoga exercises that seek to improve cognitive function, leading to mindfulness and stress reduction. While there are many different ways to practice yoga, there are three common themes that arise from the variance: asana, dyana, and pranayama. Asana is the term used to describe the postural manipulations and poses commonly recognized in yoga. Asana pose duration, physical intensity, environment where asana is performed, and potential of asana to directly or indirectly modify breathing patterns can independently alter human physiology. Dyana refers to the meditative aspect of yoga that can alter perception of stress and indirectly alter breathing patterns. Pranayama is the attention to breath and conscious manipulation of breathing. There are many yoga subtypes that differ slightly from each other in how asana, dyana, and pranayama practices are performed including Nindra, Iyengar, Hatha, Shavashana and Kundalini, however they all include conscious manipulations of pranayama exercises as part of their unique identities [1].

Pranayama breathing exercises are central to yoga and seek to bring the person into the present moment to reduce stress. Some pranayama are fairly complicated and others fairly straightforward, complicating the study of how yoga breathing exercises influence glycemic response and insulin sensitivity. An example of a straightforward pranayama breathing pattern is shown in Figure 1 [2]. This review focuses on how the pranayama aspect of yoga influences insulin sensitivity and glycemic status.

Maintenance of insulin and glycemic control is essential for cognitive function, as the brain is an insulin sensitive tissue and is thus affected by impaired insulin control and irregular glycemic response [3]. Additionally, maintenance of glycemic control is especially important during exercise in insulin sensitive tissues such as skeletal and cardiac muscle. Diabetes represents an aberration of glycemic control resulting from an inability to secrete insulin and dependence on exogenous insulin (type 1) or an inability to respond to secreted insulin that may progress into insulin dependence (type 2). In 2013 approximately 9.3% of Americans had diabetes (mostly type 2) and it is predicted that 1 in 3 Americans will develop type 2 diabetes which is associated with a 50% increase in risk of death [4]. In 2012, pharmacological approaches to control diabetes (i.e., insulin, metformin, etc.) cost the United States (US) economy $18 billion out of a total US diabetes cost footprint of $245 billion [5]. Hence, there is a need for less expensive methods.

Figure 1: A simple reproducible pranayama relaxation breathing pattern (Wilson et al. [2], reproduced with permission).
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for diabetes prevention, improved glycemic control in patients with diabetes, and decreased disease complications among individuals with diabetes.

Performance of yoga by individuals with type 2 diabetes has been suggested to lead to improvements in glycemic status in two recent meta-analyses [6,7]. Cui et al. [5] examined 12 randomized controlled trials that included 864 subjects performing yoga exercise sessions 1-6 times per week for up to 6 months. They found that both fasting blood glucose and hemoglobin A1c improved as result of yoga by -23.72 mg/dl and -0.47%, respectively. The meta-analysis of Vizcaino et al. [6] contained similar inclusion criteria with less control regarding the duration of the yoga intervention. Their work suggests that fasting blood glucose improvements were greatest in those with the least glycemic control (high baseline HbA1c).

Physical exercise is known to improve insulin sensitivity, glycemic status, weight maintenance and cardiovascular health in individuals with diabetes. There are varying degrees of physical exertion within the many forms of yoga, and these differing degrees of exertion between persons practicing yoga complicate the identification of the source of yoga-dependent improvements in insulin sensitivity and glycemic status. Diabetic comorbidities such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, or arthritis of knees/hips may make it difficult to complete the physical movements/positions of yoga in some persons, however all persons should be able to complete yoga pranayamas [8-11].

Yoga pranayamas may represent a low- or no-cost activity that can improve glycemic status, and may be easier to examine than full yoga practice for effects on insulin sensitivity and glycemic status. The high cost to benefits ratio for improvements in glycemic response and insulin sensitivity among individuals with diabetic observed with pharmacological interventions could make even modest benefits obtained with yoga-based relaxation breathing exercises (pranayama) highly beneficial. Therefore, this review discusses the potential link between pranayama breathing patterns and glycemic control as part of a non-pharmacological intervention in healthy individuals and in individuals with diabetes.

Body

Stress and sympathetic activity as factors affecting glycemic response and insulin sensitivity

Diabetes as a diagnosis is, in its own right, stressful for the patient and reduction of stress is an intended outcome of yoga practice. Stress and the sympathetic response to stress represent factors strongly associated with development of type 2 diabetes [12,13]. Learned stress management techniques can lead to improved glycemic status [13,14]. Yogic pranayama breathing has been suggested to reduce the sense of stress, reduce sympathetic drive, and improve cardiovascular function [15-17]. Lyonar yoga has been suggested to improve mood and anxiety by increasing thalamic GABA levels [18]. Additionally, psychological stress can alter gastrointestinal transit time thereby altering glucose handling [14]. Psychological stress management regimens have also been shown to improve long-term glycemic control [18].

There are important interactions between breathing patterns and the sympathetic nervous system. The respiratory system and sympathetic nervous system are anatomically linked in the brainstem [19-22]. Catecholnergic neurons have been shown to be phase-locked with the respiratory cycle [23]. It then follows that sympathetic outflow to the body is reduced during inspiration, and during expiration the sympathetic nervous system is active [24,25]. Studies using neck pressure to activate sympathetic responses to changes in blood pressure show that these responses are exaggerated during inspiration as opposed to exhalation [26-28]. In addition to acute effects, chronic effects have been observed. For instance, men who breathe faster have increased muscle sympathetic nerve activity [29] and higher breathing rates correlate with higher levels of total peripheral resistance in young men [30]. Furthermore, it has recently been demonstrated that an acute bout of controlled breathing lowers sympathetic activity [31].

Reductions in sympathetic activity through altered breathing patterns can also influence fasting blood glucose. Sympathetic efferent activity in the liver, the main location of glucose production, causes an increase in production of the enzymes responsible for the rate limiting steps for gluconeogenesis [32]. Epinephrine, glucagon and, to a lesser extent, norepinephrine also contribute to increases in hepatic glucose production and release, demonstrating the importance of sympathetic regulation on glucose and fat metabolism [33]. Thus, decreases in respiratory rates can lead to a decrease in stress and sympathetic outflow, ultimately causing a lower rate of gluconeogenesis and glucose release into the blood stream. This could play a role in explaining the improved fasting blood glucose levels typically observed as a result of yoga interventions.

Effect of pranayamas on insulin sensitivity and glycemic status

Alternations in breathing pattern through pranayama can influence insulin sensitivity and glycemic status in healthy individuals and in individuals with diabetes. It is not clear if insulin sensitivity precedes increases in sympathetic outflow, or the other way around [34]. Thus, it is difficult to posit a definitive mechanism as to why the practice of pranayama improves insulin sensitivity. However, reductions in sympathetic activity may have effects on adipose, muscle, and/or pancreatic tissues that lead to improvements in sensitivity and reductions in plasma insulin levels.

A 2008 study comparing insulin sensitivity between practitioners and non-practitioners of acute effects of a bout of yoga or pranayama yoga using a hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp concluded that practitioners who practiced yoga for over one year had significantly greater insulin sensitivity and lower fasting insulin levels [35]. However, the study did not look at acute responses to yoga and/or pranayama, and exercise-induced improvements in insulin resistance could have been an underlying cause of the effect. Presumably physical fitness and insulin sensitivity would both be improved by any group of persons who consistently performed a physical exercise routine for one year. In healthy individuals, a 5 day intervention used yoga (asanas/poses) and to a lesser extent yoga breathing maneuvers to improve insulin sensitivity after the administration of an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) [36]. Although glucose levels were not significantly lower, insulin levels significantly decreased compared to baseline. However, the pranayama portion of the intervention was poorly described and did not lend itself to easy reproduction in the other clinical investigations. It is also unclear if or how, specific breathing exercises were completed during the asanas.

In a more recent study [2], our group developed a simple and easily reproduced pranayama (relaxation breathing maneuver). We examined the pranayama independent of dyana and asana in 26 healthy college-aged participants (20.1 ± 0.2 years) who acutely practiced the pranayama after an overnight fast just before and during a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test. Participants were randomized to control (no breathing intervention) or relaxation breathing sessions every 10 min for 30 min before the OGTT and every 10 min after OGTT administration.
improvements in insulin resistance could have been an underlying cause of the improvement in post-prandial glucose levels.

In the case of fasting glucose, the responses to a chronic yoga slow breathing regimen in healthy subjects seem to be mixed. In the randomized case-control study mentioned above, 8 weeks of slow breathing induced a reduction in fasting blood glucose levels [37]. A six-day yoga training session however was not sufficient to see reduction in fasting serum glucose levels [39]. This result was supported by a cross-sectional study which asked participants about their participation in yoga-related activities, and those who perform yoga activities had similar fasting glucose levels as non-practitioners [40]. A third study found that after an intensive 11 week intervention of hatha yoga for 90 min five times per week, fasting glucose levels rose compared to before intervention [41]. It should be noted that cross-sectional studies cannot prove causation (or lack thereof) and that the intensive hatha yoga study only consisted of 15 subjects. As is apparent from the mixed results above, more work is needed to elucidate the influence of pranayama on fasting glucose levels.

**Associations between apneic breathing patterns and diabetes**

Sleep apnea represents a pathogenic non-voluntary alteration in the human breathing pattern that is a polar opposite of the pranayama that are practiced in yoga. The breathing patterns found in sleep apnea result in decreased insulin resistance, elevated blood glucose levels, and increased risk for the development of type 2 diabetes [42-44]. In healthy humans, intermittent hypoxia- a model for these apneic episodes- promotes insulin resistance and elevated blood glucose [45]. Newhouse et al. [44] found that fasting blood glucose is elevated within 30 min of exposure to intermittent hypoxia (25 events/h) and remained elevated for the full 3 h of exposure to intermittent hypoxia (Figure 3). Furthermore, patients with sleep apnea who utilize a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) device during sleep experienced improvements in insulin sensitivity and glycemic response to an OGTT [46,47]. Given the improvements in insulin sensitivity and glycemic response with CPAP, it is reasonable that yoga pranayama could also be beneficial for persons with sleep apnea. Work is certainly warranted in this area.

---

**Figure 2:** Effect of repeating a relaxation breathing exercise before and immediately following administration of an oral glucose tolerance test (75 g dextrose/240 mL) on the glycemic response of healthy humans. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation

Statistical Significance: difference from baseline (0 min) indicated by #, differences between treatments at same time indicated by differing letters. (Wilson et al. [2], used with permission)

**Figure 3:** Plasma glucose following 3 h of intermittent hypoxia or continuous normoxia.

Data are reported as Mean ± SEM from n=8 (7M/1F). *P<0.05 versus T0, †P≤0.05 versus Control

A (average data) and B (individual data). Glucose levels were increased by T180 on the intermittent hypoxia visit (*P<0.01), but no change was observed on the normoxia visit (P=0.75). There were no differences in glucose levels between visits at T0 (P=0.27), but there was a difference at T180 (P=0.051). C) Glucose levels remained unchanged during the control visit (P>0.05 for all). During the intermittent hypoxia visit, glucose levels were greater than T0 at all-time points (*P<0.01 for all). When data were compared between visits, there was a significant difference at T0 (1P=0.02) and T180 (1P=0.03). Newhouse et al. [45], used with permission)
Discussion

Unfortunately the interpretation of yoga RCTs is complicated

Yoga pranayama appears to be beneficial to human health as a whole and, in particular, individuals with type 2 diabetes. In many of the studies outlined above, it is impossible to separate the effects of the various aspects of yoga: stretching, exercise, and slow breathing. In addition to this, the variance between the duration and frequency of intervention vary drastically, leading to conflicting results.

Practices that involve slow breathing, either on its own or in conjunction with complex interventions such as yoga or transcendental meditation may be cost-effective instruments to treating or preventing metabolic syndrome. Those of low socioeconomic status suffer from twofold higher mortality from diabetes [48], and those with lower levels of education are less likely to be participating in yoga [49]. Thus, yoga and/or pranayama may be an appropriate intervention that has been previously untapped in populations with low socioeconomic status. Another population that could be impacted by use of these techniques is men. Men only represent 15.8% of all yoga users [50] and men are more likely to develop diabetes [51]. Thus, yoga may represent a significant health resource that is underutilized by men and individuals with lower socioeconomic status.

Importantly, regardless of physiological outcomes, the use of yoga by people with diabetes leads to improved quality of life and reductions in perceived depression [52].

Limitations

Given the many forms of yoga it is difficult to determine causality contributions of the three elements of yoga: asana, dyana, and pranayama. The many forms of yoga differ with respect to metabolic intensity, meditation goals, and prescribed breathing exercises. Breathing modulation in tandem with exercise complicates interpretation of the results, as exercise by itself is associated with an improved quality of life in individuals with diabetes. Studies of people with diabetes performing yoga are further complicated by the fact that exercise, weight loss and socioeconomic status associated with yoga can independently result in improved diabetes outcomes that include glycemic and insulin emic responsiveness. This makes it difficult to give yoga a one-size-fits-all prescription for persons with diabetes, but does not negate the fact that it may be useful low-cost intervention in this population.

Conclusion

Given the high cost of treating disorders related to glycemic response and insulin sensitivity, any small improvements obtained with little to no cost should be part of clinical recommendations. Given the many studies that suggest beneficial effects of yoga for individuals with diabetes and insulin sensitivity, there are very few studies that isolate the effect of just pranayama or slow breathing. Future investigations of yoga benefits for populations with diabetes will need to carefully describe their pranayama and better isolate this effect on glycemic response and insulin sensitivity as part of better patient centered and cost effective diabetes treatment. In addition, studies with an arm focusing exclusively on breathing patterns may be particularly useful in understanding the various aspects of yoga on glucose metabolism.
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